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ABSTRACT
Last decade has shown an increasing interest in hybrid materials and structures. With
hybrids there is not only potential to create high strength low weight structures, but also
to tailor the properties of the final product in a way that is unattainable by any single
material alone. Simpler manufacturing process, increased functional integration, improved
sound and vibration damping properties, enhanced crack propagation resistance and pro-
tection against collapse in a crash are just some examples of possible advantages of hybrid
materials. However, before implementation in industrial application, adequate adhesion be-
tween the material components of a hybrid must be ensured. Also, from industrial point of
view the required manufacturing method should not increase substantially the costs of the
product. Although many established adhesion procedures exist, there is still lack of func-
tioning joining methods for certain material combinations. Especially, the adhesive joining
of polymeric materials to stainless steel is demanding, as the conventional methods require
laborious manufacturing steps.
In this study, the possibility to bond stainless steel to fibre reinforced epoxy composite with
an ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM) based rubber is studied. Two different
rubber compounds are used to create stainless steel/rubber/composite hybrids and a mild
steel/rubber/composite structure is used as a reference. Both geometry-dependent peel tests
together with environmental testing and geometry-independent single cantilever beam test
are used to study the adhesion of the structure’s interfaces. Scanning electron microscopy
and transmission electron microscopy are used to characterise the nature of the interfaces of
the hybrids. In addition, the effect of the rubber on the energy absorption properties of the
hybrid structure was of interest. This was studied by non-destructive vibration damping test
and by high velocity impact test. In these tests, both sample geometry (rubber thickness)
and test parameters were varied to investigate their effect on the hybrid’s behaviour.
It was found that the studied method to bond stainless steel and epoxy composite by EPDM
rubber enables the use of a simple manufacturing process and it furthermore results in well-
bonded hybrid structure. The stainless steel/composite bond strength is defined by the
cohesive strength of the rubber and the bond maintains its strength in harsh environments.
This enables the evaluation of the stainless steel/composite bond’s strength by using the
rubber’s bulk properties instead of the substrate/rubber interfacial properties, which are
difficult to define in a reliable manner. The stainless steel/rubber/composite structure has
significantly better vibration damping properties than an all-metal structure. In addition,
the rubber improves significantly the damage tolerance of the structure when compared
to a corresponding structure which has been conventionally bonded. Thus, the approach
of joining stainless steel to fibre reinforced epoxy composite with rubber has potential for
industrial applications and the hybrid structure would offer a lighter and better damping
solution when compared to all-metallic ones.
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1 Introduction
The challenges faced by the engineering industry are nowadays multifold. The ever increas-
ing competition between the companies as well as the strong demand for significant growth
in productivity are examples of these tasks. Companies have to develop new product and
manufacturing concepts to outdo their competitors. In addition, better usability of prod-
ucts, longer service lives, and concepts that are not easily imitated are in the interest of
both manufacturers and customers. Further, the total life cycle of the product including
its manufacturing, usage, and recycling, should be as environmental friendly as possible to
meet the high standards of today.
Hybrid structures, which may contain several organic and/or inorganic components, com-
bine the best properties of the constituent materials and can solve a wide range of the design
challenges of today. Not only high strength or stiffness combined to low weight [1–3], but
also other attractive and improved functionalities, such as good damping properties [4–7]
and more economical manufacturing processes [8, 9], are potentially achieved with hybrids.
The advantageous property combinations of hybrids can lead to valuable outcomes, such as
to reductions in energy consumption, to cost efficiency, and to longer service lives.
One of the challenges encountered in the manufacturing and application of hybrid materials
is attaining and maintaining sufficient adhesion between the material components. Mechan-
ical interlocking or application of adhesives and primers to create chemical bonding between
the adherents are typically used to achieve the required adhesion strength [3]. Especially
between materials with very different physiochemical properties, good adhesion with adhe-
sives may require several time consuming manufacturing steps, which increase the costs of
the product and thus dilute the attractiveness of the hybrid structure. Thus, new economic
methods to produce hybrid materials are needed.
Especially when implementing new structures or new manufacturing methods into an indus-
trial application, the fundamental understanding of the structure’s behaviour is essential.
In the case of hybrid materials, the knowledge of the structure’s interfacial properties and
phenomena is not only needed to evaluate whether the structure is suitable for the appli-
cation but it is also the key to develop the component further in a controlled manner and
to simulate its behaviour in different loading environments without large-scale testing. The
interfacial data can be achieved by mechanical testing and detailed microstructural charac-
terisation.
The main objective of this thesis is to develop novel corrosion resistant hybrid structures for
shell structures, which are not the actual load-bearing components. Examples of this kind
of structures are, e.g. engine covers or other protective shells. Especially in heavy machin-
ery, these parts are traditionally all-metal components. The shell structures are typically
exposed to impacts and vibrations in fluctuating atmospheres.
In this study, a new approach to join stainless steel and glass fibre reinforced epoxy com-
posite with rubber is investigated. In addition, the aim is to gain in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the interfacial properties of hybrid materials of this kind. The microstruc-
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tural analysis and the mechanical tests are performed side-by-side to learn the causalities.
The steel/rubber/composite hybrids are studied from two aspects: from the adhesion point
of view and from the energy absorption point of view.
The thesis comprises eight chapters including this introduction. Chapters 2 and 3 create
the theoretical background for the current study. They present and discuss different hybrid
structures in general (Chapter 2) and the most commonly used adhesion methods in hybrid
structure manufacturing (Chapter 3). Chapter 4 states the research questions and summa-
rizes the main aims and findings of the present study. Chapter 5 starts the experimental part
of the thesis and introduces the materials and manufacturing methods as well as the char-
acterisation and test procedures used to create and investigate the steel/rubber/composite
hybrids. Chapter 6 reports the main results in detail whereas in Chapter 7 the results are
discussed. Chapter 8 describes the concluding remarks. At the end, the five publications
that present the original experimental work of this thesis are in the appendix.
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2 Polymer/metal hybrid structures
The definition of the word hybrid has not yet been established in a way as the word composite
has. Instead, hybrid is perceived to cover a wide range of materials. Ashby defines hybrid
materials as “combinations of two or more materials, or of materials and space, assembled
in such a way as to have attributes not offered by any one material alone” [1]. However,
this definition includes the composite materials within hybrids. In this thesis, the definition
separating composites and hybrids or hybrid structures is the following: a composite struc-
ture can be regarded as a homogeneous material in a macroscopic scale, whereas in a hybrid
structure the behaviour of individual components and the components’ interfaces cannot be
merged to one unity. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
a) b) c)
Figure 2.1: A schematic presentation of (a) three individual material components A, B and
C, (b) a composite consisting of materials A, B and C, (c) a hybrid consisting of materials
A, B and C.
Similarly to the composite structures, the most typical and primary advantage of poly-
mer/metal hybrids is weight saving through improved specific strength or stiffness [2]. Thus,
polymer/metal hybrids are used, among others, to replace all-metal components. The term
specific in this context means that the magnitude of a variable has been divided by the
material’s density and thus it is proportioned to its weight. However, examples of other
advantages of hybrids are simpler manufacturing process [9] and increased functional inte-
gration [10], improved sound and vibration damping properties [5] as well as enhanced crack
propagation resistance [11] and protection against collapse in a crash [12]. Further, the
possibilities of hybrids to extend the property space of monolithic materials are numerous.
Within polymer/metal hybrids, traditional metal component materials are aluminium and
mild or high strength steel whereas a large variety of polymer grades is applied. The selection
of the employed material components depend strongly on the application of the final prod-
uct. Next, different types of frequently used polymer/metal hybrid structures are introduced.
One of the best-known polymer/metal hybrids is the group of fibre metal laminates (FMLs),
which are low weight hybrid laminates used mainly in aeronautical applications. FMLs con-
sist of thin layers of metal sheets and fibre reinforced polymer prepregs. FMLs are generally
known for their excellent crack growth resistance under cyclic loading since the interfaces in
the structure prohibit effectively crack growth [11]. In addition, the mechanical properties
of FMLs are improved by the fibre bridging mechanism of the composite layers where the
intact fibres are capable of carrying the additional load in the structure [11]. A 10-100 times
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slower crack growth rate has been found for FMLs when compared to pure metals [13]. Most
commonly utilized commercial FMLs are aluminium based Glare (aluminium and glass fi-
bre/epoxy composite) and Arall (aluminium and aramid fibre/epoxy composite) but also
other material possibilities have been investigated: carbon fibre reinforced thermosets [14]
and thermoplastic based composites [15] as well as advanced high strength steel [15], stain-
less steel [16] and titanium [17] have been implemented into FML structures.
Outside aeronautical applications, different polymer/metal structures are widely used in au-
tomotive industry, e.g. in fenders, doors and interior parts as well as in some mechanical
components [5, 18–20]. Also, the building sector is using polymer/metal structures, e.g. in
roof, air duct and stair structures and in domestic electrical equipments as sound and vi-
bration dampers [21,22]. Such names as polymer metal hybrid (PMH), laminated steel and
steel-plastic-steel (SPS) have been established for polymer/metal hybrids.
Plastic metal hybrids, as called by the company Lanxess, or polymer metal hybrids, as
called in many articles (e.g. [23,24]), are known as PMHs and are used in automotive body-
in-white components. PMHs are not necessarily laminates and the adhesion mechanisms
between the components may vary [23]. Typically, the metal component in a PMH is mild
or high strength steel or aluminium [23, 25]. The main benefits of PMHs, when compared
to traditional automotive parts, are the reduced number of components, ready-to-assemble
components, weight reduction, additional freedom in design, the improved safety of the
vehicle and improved damping properties [8], to name a few. However, the use of PMHs
introduces a challenge of recyclability of the components [26].
Laminated steel is a sandwich structure of two steel sheets and a thin polymer core and it
is known, e.g. by the trademark names “Quiet Steel” and “Noiseless Steel” [5, 6]. Lam-
inated steel has been designed to reduce vibration and noise in automotive parts. The
thickness of the components and thus the frequency range where the material attenuates
noise and vibration most effectively can be altered [5]. Laminated steel is used among others
in cowl panels, lower plenums, storage tubs, and even in some mechanical parts such as in
oil pans [5]. Laminated steel is fully recyclable and it can be formed like plain steel sheets [5].
Steel-plastic-steel (SPS) laminates differ from the laminated steel by a thicker core [27],
although the nomenclature is not very clear in all cases. For example, Huang and Leu have
studied a SPS structure with a very thin elastomer core [19]. Typical core materials in SPS
laminates are polypropylene and fibre reinforced epoxy composites [27]. The main objec-
tive of the SPS structures is to maintain the high bending stiffness of metals with lower
weight, but other beneficial characteristics of SPSs are better sound and vibration damping
properties, better surface finish when compared with other lightweight solutions, as well as
improved thermal insulation properties [7, 18, 19, 27, 28]. Also, SPS can be machined with
traditional workshop practices [7], but the joining of these structures is difficult [27]. The
main drawbacks of the SPS structure are the geometrical distortions and defects arising from
the forming processes, especially in the case of bending [18, 19]. Examples of commercial
SPS materials are Hylite (aluminium based) [20, 29], Bondal (available in a variety of steel
grades) [20,30] and Sollight (galvanized steel based) [7].
Another widely used class of polymer/metal hybrids are the rubber/steel structures. Due
to the viscoelastic nature of rubbers, these structures exhibit outstanding energy absorption
behaviour and are used in vibration damping and shock absorption applications [4]. In ad-
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dition to the heavy rubber/steel sandwich structures, rubber can also be used to enhance
the properties of lightweight fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) structures. FRPs have some
disadvantages such as poor damping and impact properties, and a cold haptic feeling [12].
By introducing rubber in FRP structures, the aforementioned properties can be improved
without notable addition in weight [12,31,32]. In addition, rubber can prevent the collapse
of the structure in a crash [12]. Examples of different types of polymer/metal hybrids and
their typical applications are shown in Fig. 2.2.
a)
b)
c)
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Typical applications for DX680 are road cutting, 
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Figure 2.2: Examples of polymer/metal hybrid structures and their applications: (a) a
fibre metal laminate for aeronautic applications [33, 34], (b) a polymer metal hybrid car
front end [35, 36], (c) a steel-plastic-steel structure for construction applications [7], (d)
a rubber/steel vibration damper for noise control nd protection from forces generated in
compression [37, 38].
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The most commonly used metals in different polymer/metal hybrid structures are mild and
high strength steels and aluminium. Aluminium offers good corrosion resistance but it can-
not rival steel in mechanical properties, whereas mild and high strength steels do not meet
the corrosion resistance requirements in harsh environments. The use of stainless steel would
introduce both good mechanical properties and very good environmental resistance, but the
joining of polymers to stainless steel is a demanding task. If a good quality bond between
a polymer and stainless steel is achieved, the environmental resistance of the bond is still
critical. For example, van Rooijen et al. have studied possibilities to use stainless steel in
FML structures [16]. They achieved sufficient adhesion level between stainless steel and
thermoset by grit blasting but the durability of this bond in different environments was not
verified [16]. Also Ba¨hr et al. studied several commercial adhesives for glass/stainless steel
bonding and they found that only one urethane acrylate based adhesive led to good adhesion
strength [39]. However, the shear strength of the joint decreased to less than a half of the
initial value during steam exposure [39]. Thus, there appears to be no established economic
methods to join stainless steel to polymeric materials in an environmentally resistant way.
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3 Adhesive bonding in polymer/metal hybrids
In hybrid structures, the integrity of the joints determines the success of the hybrid. The
different bonding mechanisms can be classified into adhesively bonded and into mechanically
fastened ones. For laminar structures, adhesive bonding is a natural choice. The advantages
of adhesive bonding over mechanical joints are good fatigue resistance due to the large bond
area, light weight, insulation, improved damping properties, protection against corrosion
and resistance to crack propagation [3]. On the other hand, the possible drawbacks of ad-
hesively bonded joints are complicate fracture mechanisms in the interface, difficulties to
predict and detect the bond quality and strength as well as problems related to the joint
geometry optimization [3].
Joining adhesively as dissimilar materials as metals and polymers is always a complicated
process due to the differences in their chemical and physical properties. Even though the
chemical properties, such as polarity and surface energy, would allow the creation of an initial
adhesive bond, differences in physical properties, e.g. in ductility or in thermal expansion,
may result in the breakage of the joint under the service environment of the structure’s ap-
plication. Thus, it is essential to ensure the durability of the joint between the components
of a hybrid structure. In this chapter, aspects of adhesive bonding of polymer/metal hybrid
structures are discussed.
3.1 Conventional adhesion procedures
A conventional method to join surfaces adhesively contains the following steps: pre-treatments
of the substrates, application of primer(s) and/or adhesive(s), joining the parts together un-
der pressure, and curing the adhesive [2]. The pre-treatments remove possible impurities
from the substrates, alter the surface topography to enable mechanical interlocking, and
increase the surface area. In the case of metal substrates the pre-treatments are also used
to change or to remove the oxide layer. Primers are used to enhance the bonding between
the substrate and the adhesive that create the bond between the substrates. Primers and
adhesives have to be chosen according to the substrates in question, although the process
typically relies on experience since the fundamental nature of the adhesion between organic
adhesives and inorganic materials is not well established [40].
When joining two materials adhesively, it should be noticed that the surface properties of a
material may differ from its bulk properties. Because of the reactivity of metal surfaces, they
are typically covered with native oxide layers, which, for one, can react with humidity and
become hydrated [41]. For example, the native oxide layer of AISI 304 stainless steel consists
of chromium oxides and hydroxides and has a thickness of 0.5-5 nm [42]. The physiochem-
ical properties of this oxide layer are not similar to the steel’s bulk properties. Thus, it is
rather the structure and the composition of the oxide layer than the metal’s bulk properties
that define the surface and the adhesion properties. Usually, thermoplastic polymers are
non-polar and hydrophobic and thus difficult to adhere to polar and hydrophilic oxidized
metal surfaces [43] whereas the thermosetting polymers, such as epoxy, are more polar and
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easier to adhere. In addition, the effect of pre-treatments on the metal surface should be
taken into account.
Both mechanical and chemical pre-treatments are used for metals and typically the aim is a
clean, easy to wet surface having a sharp and irregular topography [44]. For stainless steel,
Cognard recommends electrochemical anodisation as the most effective pre-treatment prior
to polymer bonding [40]. Phosphate conversion coatings [45], combinations of acid etching
and hydrogen pre-treatments [46], nitric or sulphuric-chromic acid treatments [47] as well
as wet and grit blasting [16, 44] have also led to good adhesion properties. After the pre-
treatment metal surfaces are typically cleaned with a solvent to remove possible remnants
and impurities. The need for the pre-treatment of polymer surfaces depends on the polymer
grade and on its surface properties. Among composite structures, the surfaces are typically
roughened by mechanical abrading (e.g. grit blasting) [48] or by a peel ply [49] prior to
adhesion.
Examples of commonly used primers and adhesives for polymer/metal interfaces are metallic
coagents, silanes and cyanoacrylates [16, 44] and a large variety of commercial grades are
available. The primer and the adhesive are chosen according to the material combination in
question. An alternative for primers and/or adhesives is to coat the substrate with a mate-
rial that has better adhesion properties to the other adherend [16]. However, if coatings are
used to improve the adhesion properties of the substrate, the substrate/coating adhesion
has to be verified to be good enough.
The drawbacks of the conventional adhesion processes are the time and the costs required
for the application of pre-treatments, primers and adhesives. In addition, chemical pre-
treatments may involve the use of toxic and hazardous chemicals, which under the ever
tightening national and international regulations are wanted to be avoided. Thus, it would
be beneficial if the need for the pre-treatments could be minimised and if the unavoidable
processes would be cost-effective. This emphasizes further the need for new approaches to
join polymers and metals in a reliable way.
3.2 Rubbers as adhesives
Rubber materials are complicated mixtures of polymers and additives and the properties of a
rubber grade are highly dependent on the compound and on its manufacturing process [50].
This is why general values for the properties of different rubbers are difficult to find in the lit-
erature. However, when compared to other material grades rubbers have unique properties:
extremely high elasticity combined with almost complete recovery and incompressibility [50].
The basis of a rubber grade is the polymer or the polymer mixture. Additives are used
to improve the processability and the physical and chemical properties of the compound.
The concentrations of the additives may vary remarkably depending on the particular com-
pound but their total weight can easily exceed the total concentration of the polymers. The
commonly used additives are, e.g. vulcanising agents, fillers, plasticizers and process oils.
Most commonly, sulphur or peroxides are used as vulcanising agents [51], which contribute
to the crosslinking of the polymer chains. Together with the vulcanising agent, accelera-
tors, activators, inhibitors and antireversion agents are added to the compound to control
the rate of the cure and to help to reduce the property loss due to over cure [51]. Fillers
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are used as rubber extenders to decrease the price of the final product but they can also
act, e.g. as strengthening agents or as pigments, as does carbon black [51]. Plasticizers,
such as paraffin oil, improve the physical properties of the rubber by decreasing the glass
transition temperature Tg of the compound [51]. Process oils, e.g. cycloparaffins, facilitate
the mixing of the rubber, rubber flow to the mould and mould release, and they can im-
prove the physical properties of the rubber (e.g. elongation at break or tear strength) [51–54].
In addition to the aforementioned additives, there are numerous other chemicals that can be
added to the rubber compound to improve its properties or to enhance the processing of the
compound. Internal adhesion promoters, which improve the rubber adhesion to substrates,
are an example of these additives. Since 1930’s recorcinol formaldehyde latex (RFL) dipping
of tyre cords has been used to enhance the tyre cord/rubber adhesion [55]. Later in 1960’s
the RFL dip components were added directly to the rubber to form a self-bonding rubber
compound [44]. Also, the use of cobalt salts as internal adhesion promoters has been studied
since 1950’s [44]. More recently, metallic coagents have increased their popularity as internal
adhesion promoters in rubbers.
Metallic coagents are metal salts of acrylic or methacrylic acids and their use to improve
the effectiveness of peroxide crosslinking has been a common practice for many years [44].
Metallic coagents have been found to have such advantages in a rubber compound as im-
proved tensile strength (at the expense of elongation), low odour, high thermal stability,
good dynamic properties, fluid resistance and scorch protection [44, 56]. However, decrease
in environmental resistance of rubber due to metallic coagents is reported [44]. Metallic co-
agents have also been shown to improve the adhesion properties of rubber to other materials
and thus they can be used as internal adhesion promoters [44,56]. Examples of commercial
metallic coagents which are used as internal adhesion promoters are Ricobond R© 2031 [57],
Saret R© SR633 [58], and Dymalink R© 633 [59].
The advantage of self-bonding rubber grades is naturally the simplified manufacturing pro-
cess since there is no more need for the application of an adhesive between the substrate and
the rubber. The drawbacks of a self-bonding system are the possible unwanted changes in
the physical properties of the rubber due to the adhesion promoter and the difficulties in the
manufacturing process: the good adhesion properties cause the rubber to adhere also to the
mould [44]. Nevertheless, the remarkably less time-consuming and the more straightforward
process make the internal adhesion promoters attractive to be used in industrial applications.
For adhesive purposes, rubbers are used in latex based glues (rubber cements), in tapes
for electrical insulation and sealing applications, and in elastomer adhesives as an addi-
tive [60, 61]. Rubber based adhesives are common and it is estimated that one third of
the adhesives used annually are natural rubber (NR) based ones [62]. However, at least
according to the writer’s knowledge, rubbers as such have not been used as adhesives be-
tween dissimilar material components of hybrids in structural applications. Still, due to the
possibility to compound rubbers with internal adhesion promoters to be compatible with
metals and with polymeric materials, rubbers have potential to be used in polymer/metal
hybrid structures. Further, the energy absorption properties and the elasticity of rubbers
can improve the dynamic and acoustic properties of the hybrid and equalize residual stresses
between the polymeric and the metal components. Thus, a simple manufacturing process
and improved mechanical properties can be achieved.
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3.3 Classification of rubbers
Rubbers are classified in natural and synthetic grades. Natural rubber is made from organic
latex, which is a colloidal caoutchouc dispersion, whereas synthetic rubber grades have been
synthesized from petroleum byproducts [63]. Natural rubbers have high tensile strength,
high rebound elasticity, very good low temperature flexibility, excellent dynamic properties
and very low heat build-up whereas the properties of the synthetic rubbers vary more rad-
ically depending on the rubber grade [63]. World total rubber consumption in 2012 was
around 26 million tonnes, 57.6% of which was synthetic rubber [64]. The most commonly
used synthetic rubber grades are butadiene rubber (BR), chloroprene rubber (CR), ethylene
propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM), butyl rubber (IIR), isoprene rubber (IR), acrylonitrile-
butadiene rubber (NBR) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR) [63]. The highest amount of
synthetic rubbers is used in tyre applications.
Among different synthetic rubber grades, EPDM is the most popular grade in non-tyre appli-
cations: EPDM had a share of 8% within the synthetic rubber production and a share of 5%
within the whole rubber production worldwide in 2011 [64, 65]. As its name states, EPDM
consists of ethylene, propylene and diene monomers (Fig. 3.1), which are distributed statis-
tically along the polymer chain [52]. The properties of an EPDM rubber depend on the ratio
of the monomers and on the type of the diene [63]. Typically, the concentrations of ethy-
lene and diene are 45-85 mol-% [63] and 1.5 mol-% [52], respectively. The most commonly
used diene types in EPDM rubbers are dicyclopentadiene (DCPD), ethylidene norbornene
(ENB) and trans-1,4 hexadiene (1,4-HD) [52]. In addition to the monomer concentrations,
the EPDM rubber properties depend on the additives as well as on the vulcanising process
used [63].
In comparison with other synthetic rubbers, EPDM rubber characteristics are good me-
chanical properties and high resistance to light, ozone, weather, temperature and several
chemicals [63,66]. Thus, it is typically classified to special-purpose category [52]. Typically,
the usable temperature range of EPDM rubbers is -60. . .160 ◦C depending on the crosslink-
ing agent (sulphur or peroxide) [67], but may vary due to the compounding and vulcanising.
The saturated backbone of the EPDM polymer, i.e. the absence of double bonds in the
polymer chain, is the reason for its stability in harsh environments [52]. However, the re-
sistance of EPDM rubbers to aliphatic, aromatic, or chlorinated hydrocarbons is poor [52]
and thus the use of EPDM rubbers should be avoided in applications that require constant
Figure 3.1: Ethylene, propylene and diene monomers comprising EPDM rubbers. In the
polymer chain, there are x ethylene, y propylene and z diene units according to their con-
centrations. The monomers are distributed statistically along the polymer chain.
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contact of the rubber with oils.
Due to its outstanding ageing resistance [66] and easy-to-adhere nature [44], EPDM rubber
is a good choice to be used for adhesive purposes if compounded with internal adhesion
promoters. In addition, EPDM rubbers tolerate extremely high levels of fillers and plasticiz-
ers without losing their properties, which increases their attractiveness further among other
rubber grades [52]. Thus, EPDM rubbers were chosen for this study where their potential
to be used as an adhesive between stainless steel and epoxy based composite is studied.
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4 The aim of this study
The aim of this study was to investigate the possibilities of EPDM based rubbers to be used
as adhesive layer between stainless steel and glass fibre reinforced epoxy composites. The
following research questions were stated:
1. Can EPDM based rubber be used as an adhesive layer between stainless steel and
epoxy composite?
2. Does the bonding endure harsh environments which can be met in industrial applica-
tions?
3. How does the rubber affect the energy absorption properties and damage mechanisms
of the hybrid structure?
These questions were investigated by preparing steel/rubber/composite samples. The na-
ture of the interfaces were studied by scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy and the adhesion properties by adhesion tests. Samples were exposed to harsh
environments to study the environmental resistance of the structure. The energy absorption
properties and the damage mechanisms of the structure were studied by non-destructive
vibration damping test and by high velocity impact test. The research results were pub-
lished in international refereed journals and in the proceedings of international conferences.
The structure of the present study, the publications (I-V) and the most important aims and
findings are summarized in Fig. 4.1.
The scientific contributions of the thesis are the following:
• The work describes a novel method to join stainless steel and glass fibre reinforced
epoxy composite by EPDM based rubber. This manufacturing method is more simple
and environmentally friendly than the conventional joining processes.
• It was found that the method do not require any pre-treatments for the substrates and
leads to good, environmental resistant joint between stainless steel and composite.
• In addition, the studied method showed to result in improved damage tolerance when
compared to a glued structure and better vibration damping properties when compared
to an all-metal structure.
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Figure 4.1: Summary of the present study, its main aims and findings and the related
publications (I-V).
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5 Experimental procedures
This chapter introduces the materials and the methods used in the present study. First, the
components of the studied steel/rubber/composite hybrid structures are described followed
by a brief clarification of the hybrids’ manufacturing process. The characterisation methods
are reported in the second part of the chapter.
5.1 Materials
Steels
In this study, the main aim was to investigate corrosion resistant polymer/metal hybrid
structures for industrial applications. Thus, stainless steel was chosen for the metal com-
ponent. However, since adhesively bonded stainless steel/polymer hybrid structures are
still uncommon, mild steel was used as a reference material. The steel grades used were
austenitic Cr-Ni stainless steel grade AISI 304 from Outokumpu Stainless Oy, Finland, and
ferritic cold rolled mild steel EN 10130 DC01 from Rautaruukki Oyj, Finland. These par-
ticular steel grades were chosen due to their popularity and versatility. AISI 304 steel is the
most commonly used stainless steel grade, the classic 18/8 for general purposes [68]. AISI
304 has a wide range of applications in architecture, food processing, domestic sinks and
tubs and deep drawing applications [68]. The mild steel grade is also a commonly used steel
grade applied, e.g. in housings and in frames [69].
Five different surface finishes for the stainless steel were used in the studies: three industrial
finishes, an industrially polished and a sand blasted one (Table 5.1). The as-received sur-
faces 2B, 2D and 2J are also defined in the standard EN 10088-2. AISI 304 with the surface
finish 2B is one of the most frequently used stainless steel [70]. The 2B, 2D and 2J fin-
ishes were used in the as-received stage of the manufacturer. The industrially polished (IP)
surface was originally a 2D surface that was electrolytically polished by SpecialSteelStudio,
Finland. Similarly, the sand blasted (SB) surface was originally a 2D sheet treated in-house
with aluminium oxide sand blasting medium (grit 36, average particle size 483 µm). The
mild steel was passivation treated by its manufacturer similar to the grades used as indus-
trially coated. The aim of the passivation treatment is to enhance the adhesion properties
of the steel but the procedure is not public. It is possible that the passivation treatment
changes the mild steel surface topography in some extent.
The thickness of the steel sheets was 0.5 mm, but in the adhesion tests a 4 mm thick flat
bar iron stiffener was glued on the back side of the metal component to prevent its bending
during testing. The densities of the stainless steel and the mild steel are 7900 kg/m3 and
7850 kg/m3, respectively [69,70].
Rubbers
Three different ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM) based rubber grades were used
in the study. EPDM is a commonly used synthetic rubber in non-tyre applications, con-
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Table 5.1: The steel surface finishes used in the study.
Steel grade Surface finish Code Reference
Cold rolled, heat treated, pickled, skin passed 2B [70]
Cold rolled, heat treated, pickled 2D [70]
Stainless steel Dry brushed 2J [70]
Industrially polished IP
Sand blasted SB
Mild steel Cold rolled, passivation treated CR [69]
sisting of ethylene, propylene and diene monomers [63–65]. Typical applications of EPDM
rubbers are automotive applications (e.g. shock absorbers, profiles and weather strips), elec-
trical applications (e.g. cable insulation and jacketing of electrical cables), and building and
construction applications (e.g. roofing membranes and seals) [52,63,71], to name a few.
The EPDM based rubbers bonded to the steel and the composite surfaces in this study
were manufactured by Teknikum Oy, Finland (grade A) and by Kraiburg GmbH, Germany
(grades B and C). The grade A has a trade name Teknikum TRA10 and its ingredients
are EPDM rubber, ZnO, stearic acid, polyethylene wax, carbon black, paraffin oil, internal
adhesion promoter and peroxide. The grade B is also designed for stainless steel whereas
the grade C is designed for mild steels. The main components of rubbers B and C are
EPDM rubber, silica (rubber B) or carbon black (rubber C), paraffin oil, internal adhesion
promoters, silane, curing promoters, and peroxide. The densities of the rubbers are 1240
kg/m3, 1130 kg/m3, and 1110 kg/m3 for rubbers A, B, and C, respectively [Publication IV].
The glass transition temperatures of rubbers A, B and C are -38 ◦C, -45 ◦C, and -50 ◦C (at
1 Hz).
Composite
The glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP) composite sheets were manufactured in-house by
vacuum infusion from stitched 0/90 E-glass fibre fabrics (682 g/m2, from Ahlstrom Oyj,
Finland) and Sicomin SR 1660/SD 7820 epoxy (from Sicomin Composites, UK). The epoxy
was cured according to the following cycle: 48 h @ RT + 8 h @ 60 ◦C + 4 h @ 90 ◦C +
4 h @ 120 ◦C + 4 h @ 150 ◦C. This curing cycle leads to a glass transition temperature
of 150 ◦C [72]. The nominal thickness of the composite sheets was 3.5 mm consisting of 6
layers of fabrics. The fibre content of the composite was about 46 vol-% and the density
1760 kg/m3 [Publication IV]. The heat resistant epoxy was chosen to provide resistance to
the vulcanising temperature of the rubbers (130 ◦C). The cure of the composite layers was
done separately before rubber vulcanisation because the different vulcanising conditions of
the rubber grades could have caused deviation in the curing process of the composite.
Manufacturing of the hybrids
In this study, the amount of pre-treatments was wanted to be minimised. To remove oil and
grease residues from the steel surfaces, they were rinsed with acetone and ethanol before the
rubber bonding. This cleaning procedure is fast and uncomplicated when compared with
traditional pre-treatments of metals, such as electrochemical anodisation or grit blasting. In
this thesis, the word as-received refers to an industrial surface finish that has been cleaned in
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a simple manner by acetone and ethanol. To roughen the composite surfaces, a HexForce R©
T470 (Hexcel Co., USA) peel ply was applied during the composite manufacturing. The
peel plies were removed from the composite surfaces just prior to the rubber bonding. The
rubbers were delivered by the manufacturers as calendered sheets, which were applied as
they were.
The bonding of the components was achieved during the vulcanisation of the rubber. The
vulcanising parameters for different types of samples are shown in Table 5.2. The vulcanising
of the rubbers was done according to the manufacturers’ guidelines, except for the compos-
ite/rubber A samples, for which the lower vulcanising temperature was compensated with
longer vulcanisation time. To ensure that a high enough degree of vulcanisation was reached
during the composite/rubber A sample vulcanisation, differential scanning calorimetry scans
(DSC) were done for rubber A (see Chapter 5.2).
Two types of hybrid samples were manufactured: three component and two component sam-
ples (Table 5.2). Basically, the samples consisting either of steel or composite substrate and
rubber were suitable for adhesion testing and those consisting of all three components were
suitable for vibration damping and impact testing. The sample dimensions for different test
methods can be found in the next sub-chapters.
Table 5.2: The vulcanising parameters for different sample types.
Sample components Temperature Time Pressure
Steel grade Rubber grade Composite [◦C] [min] [MPa]
Stainless steel A - 160 15 1.2
- A GFRP 130 18 1.2
Stainless steel A GFRP 130 18 1.2
Stainless steel B - 130 20 1.2
- B GFRP 130 20 1.2
Stainless steel B GFRP 130 20 1.2
Mild steel C - 130 30 1.2
- C GFRP 130 30 1.2
Mild steel C GFRP 130 30 1.2
5.2 Characterisation of hybrids
Electron microscopy (Publications I-V)
The substrate surfaces, the cross-sections of the hybrids and the peeled surfaces of the steel
and composite substrates were studied with field emission gun scanning electron microscope
(FEG-SEM) Zeiss ULTRAplus, Carl Zeiss SMT AG, Germany. The steel surfaces did not
require any sample preparation whereas the composite and the rubber surfaces were coated
with a thin gold layer to ensure good electrical conductivity. Conventional cross-sectional
sample preparation method, including cutting the sample from the original test specimens,
mounting to epoxy at room temperature, grinding, polishing and carbon coating to ensure
the conductivity, was used to investigate the cross-sections of the hybrid structures.
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To study the interfaces of the hybrid structures more closely, cross-sectional transmission
electron microscope (TEM) samples were prepared. The composite/rubber interfacial sam-
ples were prepared by a microtome at room temperature in the Institute of Biotechnology,
University of Helsinki, Finland. The glass fibre in the composite prevented the cutting with
the thin sectioning method. Thus, plain epoxy/rubber samples were prepared by using a
similar epoxy resin system as in the original composite sheets, similar peel ply and similar
curing and vulcanisation procedures to attain suitable samples for the thin sectioning. This
should not alter the interfacial conditions, since the glass fibres in a well wetted composite
are covered with epoxy.
The steel/rubber cross-sectional TEM samples were manufactured by focused ion beam
(FIB) method. The sample preparation was started with a traditional cross-sectional TEM
sample preparation method: two pieces of steel/rubber samples were cut to the size of ap-
proximately 1.5 mm × 1 mm × 0.5 mm and placed rubber sides face-to-face in a titanium
grid. The pieces were attached with an epoxy adhesive (Fluka 45359 Epoxy - Embedding
Kit), after which the epoxy was cured at 65 ◦C for 16 hours. The EPDM rubber is as-
sumed to endure the sample preparation temperature without degradation [67, 73]. Then
the samples were pre-thinned by hand to a thickness of ∼100 µm. The final TEM samples
were made using a FEI Helios Nanolab 600 dualbeam FIB system at the University of Oulu,
Finland. A layer of platinum (∼1 µm) was first deposited on the steel/rubber interface as
a protection layer with the FIB. The rough TEM sample was then cut out from the bulk
material (Fig. 5.1a) and lifted off to the TEM grid with an Omniprobe needle manipulator.
After that, the bulk sample was attached to the grid as shown in Fig. 5.1b. The grid was
then turned 90◦ and the sample was thinned from both sides to the final thickness. During
the final thinning, the platinum layer was removed. The samples were studied with JEOL
JEM 2010 TEM (Jeol, Japan).
a) b)
Figure 5.1: Figure (a) shows a steel/rubber bulk sample from which the interfacial TEM
sample is cut by FIB and in figure (b) the sample is in the FIB grid. Before examination
with TEM, the sample was turned so that the interface is parallel to the TEM electron beam.
[Publication I]
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Surface roughness measurements (Publication I)
The surface roughness of the substrates was studied with Laser profilometer (UBM-Microfocus
Compact, NanoFocus AG, Germany). The average surface roughness parameter Ra was mea-
sured from a length of 50 µm in two perpendicular directions, longitudinal and transverse to
the rolling direction of the steel. The reported Ra values are the averages of the transverse
and longitudinal Ra values.
Adhesion test set-ups (Publications I-III)
Methods to study the adhesion of rubber to rigid substrates are described in the ASTM
D429 standard, which introduces a method for determining the adhesive strength of rub-
ber/metal bonding. In this test method the rubber is peeled from the substrate at an angle
of 90◦. However, Cook et al. have found that a peel angle of 45◦ is the optimum for testing
rubber/steel adhesion since it directs the fracture into the interface and the cohesive frac-
ture of rubber is minimised [74]. Thus a floating roller peel test configuration (Fig. 5.2, also
introduced in the standard EN1464) was used. The peel test geometry provides a constant
peel angle of 45◦. In general, peel tests are widely applied to study quickly and effortlessly
the mechanical load endurance of an interface.
The peel test samples (size 100 mm × 12 mm) were cut from the larger steel/rubber and the
composite/rubber laminates by water jetting. A pre-crack was created by inserting a 30 µm
thick plastic layer between the rubber and the substrate before vulcanisation. The rubber
thickness in the samples was 2 mm. Prior to the peel testing, the samples were conditioned
for 72 hours in 23 ± 1◦C and 50 ± 2% relative humidity (%RH). The peel tests were per-
formed with a universal mechanical testing machine and with a 1 kN load cell (Messphysik,
Austria). The cross head rate was 100 mm/min according to the EN 1464 standard. All
reported peel strength values are averages of 5-7 peel test results.
Peel tests provide only geometry-dependent information. To study the effect of rubber thick-
ness and load rate to the adhesion properties of the hybrid structure, a geometry-independent
Figure 5.2: The floating roller peel test geometry, modified from [3], [Publication I].
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test set-up was used. In principle, the geometry-independent test methods provide quantita-
tive results which can be used directly in design codes and in durability models [75]. These
test methods introduce opening (mode I), sliding (mode II), or tearing (mode III) mode of
fracture in the studied interface, or a mixture of these modes. Generally, the mixed mode
I+II is considered to correspond best to most of the realistic situations [76]. The applied
test set-up providing this mixed mode I+II loading was single cantilever beam (SCB) test
geometry (Fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.3: A schematic representation of the single cantilever beam test and sample ge-
ometry.
Only the mild steel/rubber C/composite structure was investigated by the SCB test. A 30
µm thick plastic layer was used to produce a pre-crack in the composite/rubber or in the
steel/rubber interface. After extracting the 20 mm × 180 mm sized samples from larger
laminates by water jet cutting, the thicknesses of the rubber layers were verified from cross-
sectional samples with optical stereomicroscope Leica MZ 7.5. The tests were performed
using a servohydraulic mechanical testing equipment MTS 810 TestStar with a 10 kN load
cell.
The SCB tests were performed under displacement control. Three different cross head rates,
namely 0.1 mm/min, 1 mm/min and 10 mm/min, were used to study the effect of load rate.
To study the effect of rubber thickness on the adhesion properties, three different rubber
thickness, namely 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm and 1.6 mm, were used. The propagation of the delam-
ination was observed visually with the aid of a magnifying glass and a grid painted on the
both sides of the samples. At least three samples for each sample type and test condition
were tested.
The interfacial fracture energy was calculated from the load/displacement data of the servo-
hydraulic testing machine by a compliance calibration method. The method assumes that
the relationship between the crack length a and compliance C can be written as [15]:
C = ma3 + C0 (5.1)
where m is the slope of the compliance versus the cubic of the crack length curve. The
constant C 0 is obtained from the intersection of the aforementioned curve and the vertical
axis. Then, the strain energy release rate GI/IIC can be calculated from Eq. 5.2 [15]:
GI/IIC =
3P 2ma2
2w
(5.2)
where P is the applied load and w is the specimen width.
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Environmental testing (Publication II)
There are no established general practices to test the environmental resistance of poly-
mer/metal interfaces. Instead, such issues have been studied in various test environments
depending on the material combination and application in question. The combination of
the 85 ◦C temperature and the 85%RH humidity is used in the steady state temperature
humidity bias life tests for packaged devices [77]. Also the ASTM D3137 standard for hy-
drolytic stability of rubbers instructs the temperature of 85 ◦C above a water container,
which is close to the humidity of 85%RH. Thus, the 85 ◦C/85%RH condition was chosen
for this study as well. Here, three sets of peel test samples were aged in different conditions
before testing in order to study the environmental resistance of the joint strength. Table 5.3
shows the ageing procedure of the different sets. The EPDM rubbers are assumed to endure
these environments without degradation [67, 73]. Between the ageing and the peel testing,
all samples were conditioned for 72 hours in 23 ± 1 ◦C and 50 ± 2%RH. To determine the
possible changes in the chemical structure or composition of the rubbers after ageing, Fourier
transform infrared (FT-IR) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were performed and the
Shore D hardness of different rubber grades was tested. Stainless steel/rubber A/composite
samples were also impact tested after exposure to hygrothermal environment.
Table 5.3: Ageing environments used to study the environmental resistance of the sub-
strate/rubber interfaces.
Set of samples Ageing environment
Non-exposed -
Isothermal environment 85 ◦C, ambient atmospheric conditions for 500 hours
Isohume environment 25 ◦C, 85% relative humidity for 500 hours
Hygrothermal environment 85 ◦C, 85% relative humidity for 500 hours
Structural characterisation of rubbers (Publications I and II)
The degree of vulcanisation of rubber A was verified after the vulcanisation by differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) since the vulcanisation time and temperature had to be
changed from the manufacturer’s guidelines. The used DSC equipemnt was DSC 204 F1,
Netzsch, Germany. The possible changes in the chemical structure or composition of the
rubbers after ageing were studied by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The FT-IR spectra were measured with Tensor 27 from
Bruker Optics, equipped with germanium attenuated total reflection (ATR) accessory. For
each spectrum 64 scans were collected with resolution of 4 cm−1. Perkin Elmer STA 6000
equipment was used for the TGA studies. For the TGA, 10-20 mg specimens of the rubber
grades were heated from 30 ◦C to 950 ◦C at a rate of 10 K/min under nitrogen flow of 20
ml/min. Further, Shore D hardnesses of the different rubber grades were measured accord-
ing to the ASTM D2240 standard before and after each environmental test.
Vibration damping test set-up (Publication IV)
A frequency domain test method was used to study the vibration damping properties of the
steel/rubber/composite structures. The frequency domain test was a free hanging plate test,
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a) b)
Figure 5.4: Schematic presentations of (a) the frequency domain test set-up and (b) the
measurement, support and excitation points in the samples [Publication IV].
in which a 200 mm × 200 mm sized plate is suspended with two elastic wires and excited
with a shaker (Fig. 5.4a). The shaker was stud-mounted to the specimen and the suspen-
sion generates free-free boundary conditions, which is generally accepted to be the only one
suitable for complicated structures [78]. A laser was used to detect the displacement of the
plate during excitation at the measurement points shown in Fig. 5.4b. The reflectivity of
the measurement spots were enhanced by using reflective tape. A detailed description of the
test set-up is given in [79] and a similar one is used, e.g. in [80].
The free hanging plate test method enables the evaluation of loss factor only in resonance,
i.e. at discrete eigenmode-points starting from the first resonance frequency of the sample.
Thus, the first resonance frequency was determined for each sample individually before the
actual damping test. Then the specimens were scanned in a frequency range up to 500 Hz
with a sine-sweep signal from the 25 measurement spots and the frequency response function
(FRF) of the structure’s mobility was recorded. To determine the behaviour of the whole
plate, a mean frequency response function was calculated with a root-mean-square of the
FRFs of the individual measurement points:
FRFmean = 20 · log(
√∑l
i=1
∣∣ v
F
∣∣2
l
) (5.3)
where l refers to the number of measurement points (l=25), v is the velocity of the studied
point and F is the input force of the excitation. In the FRFmean curve, each peak represents
a resonance frequency of the plate and the modal loss factor η can be calculated from the
peaks with the fractional power bandwidth method:
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η =
1√
10
k
10 − 1
∆ω
ωres
(5.4)
where k is the amplitude decay of k dB in frequency domain, ∆ω is the frequency range of
decay in radian and ωres is the resonance frequency in radian. The ASTM E756 standard
defines the k to be between 0.5 and 3 dB. The free hanging plate test method is accurate
only for structures with small damping values (loss factor up to 0.2-0.3) since in the FRF
some peaks will be eliminated by remarkable damping [81].
Impact test set-up (Publication V)
The impact properties of the steel/rubber/composite hybrid structures were tested by high
velocity impact test. Several parameters were varied to study the impact properties in an
all-round manner. The effect of the following parameters was studied: rubber thickness,
impact energy, impact angle, projectile velocity with constant impact energy, the number
of impacts, specimen temperature and specimen exposure to harsh environments before the
impact.
The impact test equipment was an in-house developed high velocity particle impactor
(HVPI). In this device, compressed air is used to fire a 9 mm diameter projectile towards
the sample. The velocity of the projectile is determined by a computer controlled pressure
reservoir and the projectile velocity before impact is recorded with a commercial ballistic
chronograph placed in front of the target assembly. The test set-up allows wide range of
impact angles approximately from 10◦ to 90◦. The impact event is recorded with a high
speed camera (NAC Memrecam fx K5, NAC Image Technology, USA). The high speed video
images were recorded at a constant frame rate varying between 20000-40000 frames per sec-
ond according to the test. The HVPI equipment complex is fully computer controlled. A
schematic representation of the test set-up is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Figure 5.5: A schematic presentation of the high velocity impact test set-up [82].
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In this study three different ball types were used as projectiles: steel balls (2.98 g in weight),
tungsten carbide balls (WC, 5.73 g in weight) and silicon nitride balls (Si3N4, 1.25 g in
weight). The pressure range used was 1-14 bar and it was adjusted to provide a suitable
kinetic energy for the projectiles. Specimen angle was either 30◦± 1◦, 45◦± 1◦ or 60◦± 1◦.
Impact angles higher than 60◦ were not used since high energetic projectiles after impact
in an angle close to 90◦ could have caused damage for the test equipment after rebound.
When not investigating the effect of impact angle, the specimen angle was set to 45◦ as a
compromise between the two extremes. Some of the samples were heated in oven or cooled
in ethanol/liquid nitrogen bath with the sample holder just before the impact to investi-
gate the influence of different sample temperatures. The temperatures of the samples were
recorded by type K thermocouples welded to the sample surface and a Fluke 52 II Ther-
mometer. Thus the temperature measured was actually the steel surface temperature and
the temperature of the composite layer may have been higher in the hot samples or lower
in the cold samples. To study the effect of ageing, some samples were exposed to hot/moist
environment (85 ◦C and 85%RH) for 20 days prior to the impact testing. The peel tests
were used to verify the stability of the adhesion properties of this structure during the ageing
process. A summary of the test conditions is shown in Table 5.4.
The 50 mm × 50 mm sized samples were fixed with the steel side upwards in a 130 mm ×
130 mm aluminium clamp. The clamp had a circular opening of 40 mm in the centre. The
geometry enables the sample to bend during the impact. When determining the size of the
clamp opening, it was optimized to exceed the size of the maximum damage at the applied
maximum energy but simultaneously to minimise the sample material consumption. The
round clamp opening was chosen to create a spherical boundary condition. A schematic
representation of the clamp and the sample geometry are shown in Fig. 5.6. Three samples
were tested per each test parameter combination.
Figure 5.6: A schematic section view of the impact test specimen and the sample holder
[Publication V].
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The dissipated energy Ed of the projectile was calculated by comparing the initial and post-
impact kinetic energy of the projectile according to Eq. 5.5:
Ed =
1
2
mp
(
vi − ∆s
∆t
)2
(5.5)
where mp is the projectile mass, vi is its initial velocity, ∆s is the displacement of a material
point in two images and ∆t the time consumed for this displacement of the projectile. The
incident velocity was measured with the ballistic chronograph placed in front of the sample.
A custom image analysis suite was used to estimate the velocity of the projectiles after the
impact by overlaying two post-impact images from the high speed photographs, where the
projectile is no more in contact with the specimen. Since the spherical shape of the projec-
tile allows tracking of the same material point in the images (the centre of the sphere), the
distance travelled by the projectile can be calculated from the overlaid images. Examples of
the high speed camera images before, during, and after the impact event are shown in Fig.
5.7.
a) b) c)
d) e)
Figure 5.7: Examples of the high speed camera images: (a-b) the projectile approaches the
specimen, (c) the impact event, and (d-e) the projectile moves away from the specimen after
the impact.
A small error is involved in the distance calculations due to a slightly angular position of
the camera, but it has a negligible influence on the accuracy of the results and thus it was
omitted. The mass change of the projectile during the impact was also assumed to be neg-
ligible since the projectile remains intact and has no sign of noticeable wear or increase in
mass due to adhesion from the counter-surface.
To study the damages induced by the impacts, the samples were photographed from both
sides and the composite damage area values were defined from the images by using an image
processing program (similar to Fig. 6.15c). The samples impacted multiple times were pho-
tographed after every impact but the samples were not removed from the holder in between
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to minimise changes in the impact location. The dimensions of the composite/rubber de-
lamination were possible to evaluate from the photographs due to the translucent nature of
the composite, whereas the steel/rubber delaminations were not possible to study by optical
means. Non-destructive methods are generally used to evaluate the extent of delaminations
in impact loaded composite samples. The original plan was to apply a scanning acoustic
microscope (SAM) to find out the dimensions of the delaminations in the steel/rubber inter-
face. However, the multi-layered hybrid structure and the internal structure of the composite
layer caused so complex return echoes that even the analysis of the initial, non-damaged
samples was not possible. Instead, for all studied test parameter combinations, one cross-
sectional sample with intermediate damage area was studied with SEM.
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6 Results
In this chapter, the most important results of the attached five publications are presented
together with some unpublished data. First, the microstructural electron microscopy and
the surface roughness studies are illustrated. Subsequently, the adhesion properties and fi-
nally, the results of vibration damping and impact tests are shown. The results are discussed
in the next chapter.
6.1 Microstructural characterisation
Substrates
The SEM images of the steel and the composite substrates are shown in Fig. 6.1. The
cold rolled mild steel surface is rather even without distinctive grain boundaries. The 2B
and 2D surfaces of stainless steel exhibit clearly distinctive grain boundaries, whereas the
sand blasted stainless steel surface shows substantially rougher topography. The brushed 2J
surface shows oriented brush marks and the industrially polished IP surface is very smooth
with some corrosion pits. The composite surface has a regular and rough surface after the
removal of peel ply.
The measured Ra values for the different surface finishes are shown in Table 6.1 together with
the manufacturers’ values for the as-received steel surface finishes. The Ra value reported by
the manufacturer for the mild steel is for a grade without the passivation treatment, which
may affect the deviation between the values.
Table 6.1: The studied substrates and their average profile roughness parameters (Ra)
measured with laser profilometer (*) and reported by the manufacturer (**), if available.
Modified from [Publication I].
Code Surface treatment Ra* [µm] Ra** [µm]
CR Cold rolled, passivation treated mild steel 0.43 0.6-1.9 [69]
2B Cold rolled, heat treated, pickled, skin passed
stainless steel 0.35 0.1-0.5 [70]
2D Cold rolled, heat treated, pickled stainless steel 0.38 0.2-1.0 [70]
2J Dry brushed stainless steel 0.31 0.2-0.4 [70]
SB Sand blasted stainless steel 2.46 -
IP Industrially polished stainless steel 0.39 -
GFRP HexForce R©T470 peel ply 23.51 -
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
g)
Figure 6.1: Substrates before rubber bonding: (a) mild steel surface (CR) and the stainless
steel surfaces (b) 2B, (c) 2D, (d) SB, (e)2J, and (f)IP. The composite surface is shown in
g). [Publication I]
Hybrid structure
Examples of the SEM cross-sectional images of the hybrid structure are shown in Fig. 6.2.
According to the images, there is a good contact between the components. The SEM im-
ages revealed also that the flat steel surface provides much less mechanical interlocking
and surface area than the coarse and undulating composite surface. However, since it is
possible that the rubber has smeared over the interfaces during sample preparation, it is
difficult to deduce the true nature of the interface from the SEM images. Thus, despite the
much more laborious fabrication, TEM samples were prepared to study the interfaces closer.
In Fig. 6.3 the cross-sectional TEM images from the steel/rubber and epoxy/rubber in-
terfaces are shown. A close contact between the substrates and the rubbers was observed
without any discontinuities. In Fig. 6.3d-f the reinforcing particles (carbon black/silica) of
the rubbers can be seen as spherical darker areas.
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Figure 6.2: Cross-sectional SEM images of the mild steel/rubber C/composite hybrid struc-
ture. Modified from [Publication III].
a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 6.3: Cross-sectional TEM images from the substrate/rubber interfaces. Note the
different scale bars in figures (a-c) and (d-f). [Publication I]
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6.2 Adhesion studies and environmental testing
The peel test results
The peel tests were begun with the non-exposed mild steel/rubber C specimens. However,
in all test samples the rubber broke cohesively before the peeling was started (see Figs. 6.4a
and 6.5a) and thus the peel strength for the interface could not be determined. This clearly
indicates that the cohesive strength of rubber C is less than its peel strength when attached
to the mild steel. Similar to the non-exposed samples, the isothermal and the isohume ex-
posed mild steel/rubber C samples exhibited cohesive fracture. The peel force at which the
non-exposed rubber C fractured was around 70 N and it remained at the same level after
the exposure to hot or moist environments. However, hygrothermal ageing lead to adhesive
fracture (similar to Figs. 6.4b and 6.5b) together with a distinct decrease in the peel force.
The peel test results are summarized in Table 6.2. Since mild steel/rubber combinations are
widely used in industrial applications, such as in vibration damping devices [83], the mild
steel/rubber C results were set as a point of comparison to the corresponding stainless steel
hybrids. The composite/rubber C samples showed only cohesive fracture before and after
ageing.
For the stainless steel surfaces, rubber B was studied first. At the non-exposed stage, all
samples showed adhesive fracture. The adhesion of the 2J/rubber B and IP/rubber B in-
terfaces was negligible and the peel strength determination was not possible. Thus, the 2J
and IP surfaces were not studied further at all. The rough SB surface showed the highest
peel strength, as shown in Table 6.2. Within quite similar 2B and 2D surfaces, the 2D
surface was chosen over 2B for further studies due to its higher peel strength. The ageing
of the stainless steel/rubber B samples decreased the peel forces (Table 6.2) except for the
SB/rubber B samples which fractured cohesively after isothermal ageing. The fracture of
rubber B from composite substrate was otherwise cohesive but after hygrothermal ageing
adhesive fracture was observed. The peel force, at which rubber B fractured cohesively,
decreased from 268 N (non-exposed) to around 55 N due to ageing (hot or moist exposure).
During the peel tests of the composite surface and the stainless steel surfaces 2B, 2D and
SB, it was observed that rather than following the peel test roller and a peel angle of 45◦,
the rubber strip tended to show a higher peel angle.
a)
b)
Figure 6.4: Top view photographs of (a) a cohesively fractured sample and (b) an adhesively
fractured sample. The pre crack and the studied middle and edge areas are also shown.
[Publication II]
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Table 6.2: A summary of the floating roller peel test results. The peel strength was not
possible to be determined for the samples in which the peel strength exceeded the rubber’s co-
hesive strength (referred as ”cohesive”). [Combination from publications I and II, including
also some unpublished data].
Sample Interfacial Peel Strength [N/mm]
Non- Iso- Hygro-
Substrate Surface Rubber exposed thermal Isohume thermal
Stainless
steel
2D A Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive
SB A Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive
Stainless
steel
2D B 0.90±0.08 0.87±0.16 0.70±0.12 0.21±0.03
SB B 26.88±1.44 Cohesive 2.99±0.16 1.52±0.13
2B B 0.74±0.19 0.48±0.07 0.32±0.11 0.47±0.14
2J B - - - -
IP B - - - -
Mild steel CR C Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive 0.66±0.33
GFRP
Peel ply A Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive
Peel ply B Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive 2.60±0.14
Peel ply C Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive Cohesive
a) b) c)
Figure 6.5: Schematic presentations of the fracture location in (a) cohesively fractured
samples, (b) adhesively fractured samples and (c)carbon fibre mat reinforced samples.
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Rubber A fractured cohesively from all studied substrates, namely from stainless steel 2D
and SB and composite surfaces, before and after all ageing procedures. Thus rubber A
showed the best behaviour within the studied rubber grades. For the non-exposed samples
the peel force, at which the rubber failed, was around 382 N but the force decreased to 42-45
N for the exposed samples.
In order to verify that the cohesively fractured rubber/substrate interfaces were really
stronger than the rubbers, a new set of samples was prepared. In these specimens, a flexible
carbon fibre mat was added to the rubber’s outer surface before vulcanisation to prevent
the fracture of rubber. However, in all these samples the failure locus was still inside the
rubber, as shown in Fig. 6.5c.
The adhesively fractured peel test samples were studied with SEM and due to the bet-
ter adhesion properties of rubbers A and C, for which adhesively fractured surfaces were
not comprehensively available, the studies were concentrated on rubber B samples. The
stainless steel surfaces showed partial adhesive/cohesive fracture (Fig. 6.6). In the sand
blasted surface, the rubber B residues were distributed quite uniformly to the asperities of
the surface (Fig. 6.6a) whereas on the 2B and 2D surfaces the cohesive fracture was found
mainly from the grain boundaries as shown in Fig. 6.6b. However, some rubber residues
were found also on the smooth areas of the surfaces. The isothermally aged samples showed
higher amount of rubber residues on the steel surface than the other 2B and 2D surfaces
(Fig. 6.6c). This implies that thermal ageing has an improving effect on the strength of
the stainless steel/rubber B interface. No remarkable difference was observed between the
non-exposed samples and those exposed in isohume environments, as can be seen in Fig.
6.6d. The steel substrates of the hygrothermally aged samples showed less rubber residues,
i.e. less cohesive fracture, after adhesive fracture in the edge areas of the peel test samples
than in the middle areas (Fig. 6.6e-f, see also Fig. 6.4). The degraded, less tightly bound
area was roughly 2 mm wide at the both sides of the 12 mm wide samples. Similar behaviour
was found in the hygrothermally aged composite/rubber B and mild steel/rubber C samples.
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a) b) c)
d) e) f)
Figure 6.6: The peeled stainless steel/rubber B substrates: (a) non-exposed SB surface,
(b) non-exposed 2D surface, (c) isothermally aged 2D surface and (d) isohume exposed 2D
surface. The hygrothermally exposed 2D surface is shown in (e) from the middle area and
in (f) from the edge area of the sample. [Publication II]
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Changes in rubbers due to the ageing
The possible changes of the rubbers before and after hygrothermal ageing of the adhesively
fractured rubber B were studied by FT-IR. Other rubber grades did not allow studies of the
peeled rubber surface due to the cohesive fracture. The spectra for the non-exposed and
for the hygrothermally exposed stainless steel 2D/rubber B samples were similar, as can be
seen from Fig. 6.7. However, there was a small difference at the area of hydrogen bonded
OH groups (3200-3600 cm−1 [84]) shown in the insert A of Fig. 6.7. This suggests that
the fraction of hydrogen bonded water has increased during the exposure in the interface
and it remains on the interfacial area also after 72 hours stabilisation at 23 ◦C and 50%RH.
However, the change is minor. Although no chemical changes in the polymer structure were
observed, the absorbed water may have decreased the peel strengths through plasticisation
effects [85].
Figure 6.7: The FT-IR spectra of non-exposed and hygrothermally aged rubber B peeled
from the stainless steel surface 2D. The spectrum of the aged rubber is measured from the
edge area of the sample (see Fig. 6.4). [Publication II]
The possible changes in the different rubber grades due to the hygrothermal exposure were
also studied by TGA and the results are shown in Fig. 6.8. The aged rubber grade A did not
show changes due to the ageing, whereas minor degradation of the aged B and C samples
was observed in the form of a small shift in the main steps (400-500 ◦C) of the TGA curves.
In rubber B, the degradation of the aged sample begins a little earlier when compared to
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the non-exposed sample. However, the temperature, at which the degradation takes place,
and the amount of inert residue remain unaltered. The degradation of the aged rubber C is
delayed slightly, the degradation temperature is increased and the apparent elastomer frac-
tion is decreased more significantly than for the other rubber grades (15% vs. 8%). These
changes may indicate an increase in cross-link density due to hygrothermal exposure. All in
all, the changes in rubber B and C are minor.
The Shore D hardness before ageing for rubbers A, B, and C was 41 ± 1.2, 43 ± 0.9, and 44
± 0.8, respectively. Changes in hardness due to hot, moist or hot/moist environment were
not observed for rubbers A and B as the Shore D values stayed within the standard deviation
limits. A slight increase in hardness was observed for rubber C (47 ± 0.9 after hygrothermal
ageing). This supports the assumption that hygrothermal exposure has caused an increase
in the cross-link density of rubber C.
Figure 6.8: The thermogravimetric spectra of the non-exposed and hygrothermally exposed
rubbers A-C. The curves are plotted starting from the point where the mass has decreased
one percentage unit (weight 99%). In addition, the weight of the inert residue is reported.
Modified from [Publication II].
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The SCB test results
The SCB tests were started with the mild steel/rubber C/composite samples having the
pre-crack between the steel and the rubber. However, during these tests the crack al-
ways deflected to the composite/rubber interface and the interfacial fracture energy of the
steel/rubber interface could not be determined. In the samples where the pre-crack was in
the composite/rubber interface and the rubber thickness was 1.6 mm, directionally unstable
cracks and crack propagation in both interfaces were observed and thus the results were
not reliable. Therefore, the interfacial fracture energies were measured only for the rubber
thicknesses of 0.5 mm and 0.7 mm. The cross head rate dependence was studied with rubber
thickness of 0.7 mm
The samples showed initial linear force-displacement behaviour until the maximum load was
achieved. The maximum load depended on the rubber thickness and the cross head rate.
Similar dependency has been found for thermoplastic/steel hybrids [15]. The interfacial frac-
ture energy results are shown in Fig. 6.9. Thicker rubber led to lower interfacial fracture
energy values while the interfacial fracture energy increased with increasing cross head rate.
6.3 Vibration damping test results
The FRFmean curves were calculated for all specimens from the vibration damping test
data. A shift of certain resonance frequencies towards higher frequencies was seen in the
samples with thicker rubber layer as shown in Fig. 6.10. The loss factor results are shown
for the plain steel plates and for the composite plate in Fig. 6.11 and the DMA result for
the rubbers in Fig. 6.12.
The rule of mixtures (ROM) was employed for the hybrids’ results to investigate if the
ROM method would be applicable for this kind of structures. The results for the plain steel
and composite sheets and the DMA results for the rubbers were used as starting values.
It was assumed, that the saturation of the DMA results of the rubber grades would stay
at a constant loss factor level until 500 Hz. Both weight fractions and volume fractions
were used to weight the individual components’ loss factor values. The ROM results for the
steel/rubber/composite hybrids are depicted together with the experimental data in Figs.
6.13 and 6.14. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values for the weight and the vol-
ume fraction ROM estimations and their comparison to the experimental data are shown in
Table 6.3.
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a)
b)
Figure 6.9: The interfacial fracture energy results for composite/rubber C interface: (a)
for two different rubber thicknesses at the load rate of 1.0 mm/min and (b) for three different
load rates at the rubber thickness of 0.7 mm [Publication III].
Table 6.3: The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values for the weight and the volume
fraction ROM estimations when compared with the experimental data for the mild steel and
stainless steel based hybrids. Modified from [Publication IV].
Sample RMSD for
weight fraction
ROM estimation
RMSD for
volume fraction
ROM estimation
Rubber C 0.5 mm 0.0087 0.0132
Mild steel Rubber C 1.0 mm GFRP 0.0120 0.0186
Rubber C 1.5 mm 0.0089 0.0198
Rubber B 0.5 mm 0.0110 0.0180
Stainless steel Rubber B 1.0 mm GFRP 0.0092 0.0148
Rubber B 1.5 mm 0.0066 0.0134
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Figure 6.10: Examples of the average response curves of the frequency domain tests for
the stainless steel/rubber B/composite hybrids [Publication IV].
a) b)
c)
Figure 6.11: The loss factor results for (a) mild steel, (b) stainless steel and (c) composite
plates [Publication IV].
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Figure 6.12: The DMA results for rubbers B and C [Publication IV].
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.13: The frequency domain test results (red), the weight fraction ROM results
(blue), and the volume fraction ROM results (green) for mild steel based hybrids: (a)with
epoxy adhesive and with rubber C thickness of (b) 0.5 mm, (c) 1.0 mm and (d) 1.5 mm
[Publication IV].
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.14: The frequency domain test results (red), the weight fraction ROM results
(blue), and the volume fraction ROM results (green) for stainless steel based hybrids: (a)with
epoxy adhesive and with rubber B thickness of (b) 0.5 mm, (c) 1.0 mm and (d) 1.5 mm
[Publication IV].
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6.4 Impact test results
In general, the high velocity impacts caused plastic deformation to the steel sheet and dif-
ferent types of damages of the composite sheet (Fig. 6.15). The shape of the impact crater
in the steel surface was droplet like due to the impact angle less than 90◦. At higher impact
energies the composite damage area exceeded the impact crater area of the steel sheet, as
in Fig. 6.15. The damage size of the composite layer was described by damage area (Fig.
6.15c). The non-transparent area of the composite sheet was considered as damaged area.
a) b) c)
Figure 6.15: Impact tested stainless steel/rubber A/composite hybrid sample (a) from the
steel and (b) from the composite side. The damage area (DA) is shown in (c). The arrows
show the direction of the impact. [Publication V]
The impact test results are shown in Figs. 6.16-6.21. The Fig. 6.16a shows that the inclu-
sion of rubber instead of epoxy decreased the damage area by 26-47% for the stainless steel
based hybrids (rubbers A and B) and 4-23% for the mild steel based hybrids (rubber C),
depending on the rubber thickness. However, within rubber grades A and C, the increase
in the rubber thickness from 0.5 to 1.5 mm did not decrease the damage size remarkably
but it rather stayed within the standard deviation limits. Only rubber B shows decreasing
trend in damage area with increasing rubber thickness. On the contrary to the damage area,
the dissipated energy (Fig. 6.16b) did not seem to depend on the existence or thickness of
the rubber layer. The absorbed energy values are expressed as percentages of the original
impact energy of 15 joules.
At the studied energy range, the damage area showed linear behaviour with increasing im-
pact energy whereas it was accompanied by only a slight increase in absorbed energy (Fig.
6.17). An increase in the dissipated energy and in the damage area was observed with in-
creasing impact angle (Fig. 6.18). Increasing projectile velocity induced a slight increase
from 72% to 80% in the absorbed energy together with an increase of 21% in the damage
area (Fig. 6.19). The temperature dependency of the steel/rubber/composite hybrid was
marginal in the case of damage area and absorbed energy (from 34.8 ± 6.6 mm2 to 40.0 ±
1.5 mm2 and from 71.6 ± 1.5% to 81.0 ± 0.8%), as shown in Fig. 6.20. Also differences
between the non-exposed samples (damage area 37.7 ± 2.4 mm2 and energy absorbed 76.9
± 1.8%) and the aged samples (damage area 32.7 ± 3.0 mm2 and energy absorbed 78.5 ±
2.6%) were minimal.
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Figure 6.16: Damage area versus rubber thickness is shown in (a) and dissipated energy
versus rubber thickness in (b) for different steel/rubber/composite hybrids [Publication V].
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Figure 6.17: Damage area and dissipated energy versus impact energy for stainless
steel/rubber A/composite hybrid [Publication V].
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Figure 6.18: Damage area and dissipated energy versus impact angle for stainless
steel/rubber A/composite hybrid.
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Figure 6.19: Damage area and dissipated energy versus projectile velocity for stainless
steel/rubber A/composite hybrid.
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Figure 6.20: Damage area and dissipated energy versus specimen temperature for stainless
steel/rubber A/composite hybrid.
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The damage area in the samples impacted with 3 joules ten times increased gradually with
increasing number of impacts (Fig. 6.21a). For the stainless steel/rubber A/composite hy-
brids the increase of the composite damage area intensified with subsequent impacts, whereas
in the epoxy based hybrids the composite damage area seemed to stabilise. The stabilisation
was accompanied by composite/epoxy adhesive delamination, which was observed after the
second or third impact. The delaminated area grew much faster than the composite dam-
age area and exceeded the free sample area (diameter 40 mm) after fourth or fifth impact
(Fig. 6.22). In the stainless steel/rubber A/composite hybrid structures delamination was
not observed. However, after the first impact, line-like defects appeared in the composite
layer (visible in Fig. 6.22a). Still, the composite damage area was determined according to
the non-transparent composite area instead of the maximum damage diameter of the line
defects. The dissipated energy was slightly lower for the epoxy adhesive based hybrids and
stayed approximately within the standard deviation values for the both hybrid types (Fig.
6.21b).
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Figure 6.21: Figure (a) shows damage area and (b) dissipated energy versus the number of
impacts for stainless steel/rubber A/composite and stainless steel/epoxy adhesive/composite
hybrid structures.
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a) b) c)
Figure 6.22: Photographs of (a) stainless steel/rubber A/composite hybrid structure after
10 impacts (a´ 3 J), (b) stainless steel/epoxy adhesive/composite hybrid structure after 3
impacts (a´ 3 J), and (c) stainless steel/epoxy adhesive/composite hybrid structure after 10
impacts (a´ 3 J).
From the cross-sectional SEM images of the impact test samples, it was possible to evalu-
ate the dimensions (length and depth) of the impact craters. Generally, the crater length
decreased with increasing rubber thickness, although in the mild steel/rubber C/composite
hybrids an increase in the crater length with the thickest rubber layer was observed. In
addition, the crater depth increased with increasing rubber thickness for all samples. A
clear increase in impact crater dimensions was found with increasing impact energy and
impact angle. The other test parameters did not show any clear trend in the impact crater
dimensions excluding the effect of temperature: the impact crater depth increased from 0.7
mm to 1.1 mm with the increase of 105 ◦C in temperature. Also, the depth of the impact
craters increased with repeated impacts. In general, the crater dimensions in the mild steel
based samples were smaller than in the stainless steel based samples.
According to the cross-sectional SEM studies, the primary damage mechanisms of the
steel/rubber/composite hybrids were interfacial delamination and fibre/matrix debonding
(Fig. 6.23). In addition, fibre breakage and matrix cracks were found to a minor extent.
In general, the most clearly delaminated parts were concentrated in the areas where the
plastic deformation of the steel was strongest, as shown schematically in Fig. 6.24. The
central areas of the impact craters had typically a tight contact between the components.
No steel/rubber delaminations were found and only a few delaminated stretches of compos-
ite/rubber interface were found at the central areas of the impact craters. Outside the impact
crater, the delaminated areas did not appear to be continuous throughout the delamination
width in either of the interfaces. However, when observing and analysing delamination by
SEM, it should be kept in mind that cutting and grinding, as a part of the sample prepa-
ration process, may cause changes in the delamination dimensions at the sample surface.
Delamination can be extended by peeling the components apart or decreased by smearing
the rubber over the other component. Thus, the delaminations cannot be reliably deter-
mined by SEM. The visual inspection of the delamination in the composite/rubber interface
is possible due to the transparency of the composite sheet and the interfacial delamination
was not observed to exceed the damaged area of the composite, which is opaque. In the
samples without rubber, delaminations in the steel/epoxy interfaces were found, whereas
the composite/epoxy interfaces were intact. However, no clear difference in the composite
damage density was found when compared with the rubber bonded samples.
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a) b) c)
Figure 6.23: The main damage mechanisms: (a) steel/rubber delamination (b) compos-
ite/rubber delamination and (c) fibre/matrix debonding [Publication V].
Figure 6.24: Schematic presentation of the typical locations of the delaminations. Modified
from [Publication V].
Increasing impact energy caused higher damage density in the composite (Fig. 6.25). Al-
though Fig. 6.19 shows clearest difference in damage area and in dissipated energy between
the projectile velocities of 71 m/s (WC ball) and 100 m/s (steel ball), the highest velocity
of 157 m/s (Si3N4 ball) caused clearly highest damage density into the composite layer.
Damages in the samples impacted with the highest velocity were concentrated on the back
side of the sample whereas the damage density close to the composite/rubber interface was
smaller. Also higher impact angle caused higher composite damage density and the damages
were concentrated again on the back side of the sample. The differences between the impact
angles of 30◦ and 45◦ were smaller than between the impact angles of 45◦ and 60◦.
The main damage mechanisms did not show any difference between the samples loaded at
different temperatures. Some rubber fractures in the composite/rubber interface of the hot
samples was found, which was unique for these test parameters. No differences were found
in the cross-sectional SEM images of the aged samples when compared with the non-exposed
ones.
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a)
b) c)
Figure 6.25: A shematic presentation of the field of fiew is shown in (a) and composite
damage in specimens impacted with a projectile velocity of (a) 71 m/s and (b) 157 m/s.
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7 Discussion
In this chapter, the results described in the previous chapter are discussed. The chapter is
divided in two subsections: the first part concentrates on the adhesion properties of the stud-
ied steel/rubber/composite structure discussing the cross-section microscopy and adhesion
test results. The second part concentrates on the energy absorption properties discussing
the vibration damping and high velocity impact test results.
7.1 Adhesion properties of the steel/rubber/composite hybrid
structures
The absence of discontinuities in any of the substrate/rubber interfaces in the cross-sectional
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or in the more detailed cross-sectional transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images indicates that the manufacturing method creates high
quality interfaces between the substrates and the rubbers. Figs. 6.6b-f imply that me-
chanical interlocking of rubber into the grain boundaries is the main reason for higher peel
strengths of rougher stainless steel surfaces. Similarly, the rough sand blasted surface (Fig.
6.1d) has enabled significant mechanical interlocking of rubber (Fig. 6.6a).
Within the studied rubber grades, rubber A showed the best adhesion properties, even better
than rubber C to mild steel. Since the substrate/rubber A samples fractured always cohe-
sively inside the rubber, no differences between the substrates were observed. In addition,
ageing did not change the location of the fracture but the rubbers fractured cohesively. Thus
it can be concluded that by choosing suitable rubber composition, neither time-consuming
pre-treatments, nor adhesives are needed to create a well-bonded stainless steel/composite
hybrid structure using a thin rubber layer. Consequently the use of rubber simplifies the
hybrid’s manufacturing process substantially when compared to the conventional adhesion
methods. In addition, it can be assumed that the strength of the structure exceeds the
cohesive strength of the rubber and the reliability of the structure can be estimated with
the knowledge of the rubber’s bulk properties.
Rubber A exhibited very good adhesion properties whereas the adhesion of rubber B to the
substrates was not as good as the adhesion of rubber C to mild steel. However, the adhesive
fracture of rubber B from the stainless steel substrates enabled the investigation of the ef-
fect of the substrate surface roughness. As expected, the rough sand blasted stainless steel
surface and the peel ply treated composite surface exhibited superior peel strength when
compared with the industrial surface finishes, whereas the adhesion level of rubber B to the
polished surface was negligible. Within the industrial surface finishes, the 2D surface (cold
rolled, heat treated, pickled) provided slightly better adhesion, which can be explained by
the rougher surface (higher Ra value, Table 6.1) of 2D when compared with 2B surface (cold
rolled, heat treated, pickled, skin passed). The negligible adhesion between rubber B and
the brushed stainless steel surface 2J is supposed to be due to the lack of strong mechanical
interlocking, which is not provided by the oriented grooves of the 2J surface. Fig. 7.1 shows
that there is a clear dependency between the surface roughness and the peel strength. This
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Figure 7.1: Peel strength of rubber B versus the Ra value of the substrate. Derived from
the results of [Publication I].
together with the SEM results imply that the adhesion of rubber B to substrates arises
mainly from mechanical interlocking. Whether the dependency between the surface rough-
ness and peel strength is linear or not, it is impossible to say due to the small number of the
measurement points in Fig. 7.1. However, according to the SEM studies, there were some
rubber residues on the smooth areas outside the grain boundaries on the peeled 2D surface
and on the smoother 2J and IP surfaces. This suggests that chemical adhesion mechanisms
are present as well.Further, these adhesion mechanisms are probably substrate-dependent.
Ageing affected the rubber B adhesion. While exposure to isohume environment had only
a small effect, the increased amount of rubber residues on the 2B and 2D surfaces and the
change of the fracture mode from adhesive (interfacial) to cohesive (inside the rubber) on
the SB surface after the isothermal ageing would indicate that elevated temperatures en-
hance the interfacial strength of the stainless steel/rubber B structure. However, an increase
in the peel strength was not observed in the other stainless steel/rubber B samples after
isothermal ageing. The peel test results of the hygrothermally aged samples showed that
stainless steel/rubber B and composite/rubber B joints are not environmentally resistant.
Based on the results of the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR), thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) and Shore D hardness measurements, significant changes in the rubbers were not
observed. Typically, the adhesion mechanism between organic and inorganic surfaces (i.e
between metal and polymer) is thought to be electrostatic adhesion [86], which is prone
to humidity [41]. For example, Ozawa et al. have shown that increased temperature and
humidity lead to increased oxygen content in a brass/natural rubber (NR) interface [87].
Their assumption is that in humid environment, water decomposes upon infiltration into
rubber increasing the oxygen density in the rubber and in the brass/rubber interface which
promotes such changes in the oxide structure of the brass surface that weaken the interfa-
cial adhesion strength [87]. Ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM) based rubbers
are typically impermeable to water and they are used widely in different sealing applica-
tions [73], although the permeability coefficient values of EPDM rubbers vary remarkably
up to the values reported for natural rubber depending on the exact composition of the
rubber [88, 89]. Thus, it can be assumed that the infiltration of water through the rubber
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is minimal but the infiltration of humidity may have taken place along the interface. This
is supported by the observation that rubber has been less tightly bound to the steel at the
edge of the peel test sample than in the middle areas. Deductions about the changes or the
interface at molecular level are not possible to be done since the exact composition of the
rubbers are not available and thus the detailed mechanisms of the chemical changes in the
stainless steel/rubber interface in hot/moist environment should be studied further. Those
results could be utilized to develop more reliable stainless steel/rubber components.
The adhesion level of the interface is determined by the micro and the macro nature of
the substrate surface and the mechanical and the physical properties of the adherends [90].
However, the peel test results depend also on the test geometry and the environment. The
test parameters affecting the measured peel strength are peel angle, peeled film thickness,
peeling rate, the material properties of the substrate and the film, and the environment, in
which the peel test is performed [75]. Thus it is difficult to compare one peel test results
to others. In this study the results of rubber C, which acts as a reference material, are
rather thought as qualitative in nature: the cohesive fracture of rubber in all samples ex-
cept the hygrothermally aged mild steel/rubber C specimens is thought to be the reference
level. Thus, rubber A is found to rise above the reference structure. In addition, rubber A
at all studied substrates and rubber B on the sand blasted stainless steel surface exceeded
clearly the peel strength values of a non-aged mild steel/natural rubber interface (peel angle
45◦) [74] and stainless steel/thermoplastic urethane interface (peel angle 180◦) [91] found in
literature. The adhesion level of rubber B on stainless steel surfaces 2B and 2D was about
a tenth of the aforementioned reference values [74,91].
Due to its geometry-independent nature, the single cantilever beam (SCB) test results are
in principle comparable with the results found in literature. The average interfacial fracture
energy values of the composite/rubber C interface (∼260-440 J/m2) are moderate when com-
pared with corresponding values obtained for glass fibre reinforced epoxy/nickel-titanium in-
terface (∼2100 J/m2 [92]) or for glass fibre reinforced thermoplastic/steel interface (850-1300
J/m2 [93]). However, the nature of the interface and thus also the nature of the interfacial
fracture is very different from the aforementioned references due to the elastic nature of the
rubber. Here, the discussion of the SCB results concentrates on the inspections of the trends
observed when varying rubber thickness or load rate.
The reason for the crack deflection from the steel/rubber interface towards the compos-
ite/rubber interface is assumed to be due to the higher strength of the steel/rubber joint
when compared with the cohesive strength of the rubber. Thus the SCB results of the mild
steel/rubber C interface remain at a qualitative stage for all rubber thicknesses and load
rates and it can be only concluded that the mild steel/rubber C interface is stronger than
the rubber’s bulk properties. However, this is a good result that is in line with the peel test
observations and reasserts the conclusion that the use of cohesive rubber strength instead
of steel/rubber interfacial fracture energy in the simulations is possible.
For the composite/rubber C interface, an increasing trend in interfacial fracture energy with
decreasing rubber thickness was observed. This agrees with the general observation that ex-
cessively thick adhesives result in poor strength, although ductile joints may perform better
if the joint is a little thicker [62]. Thus, when aiming to high steel/composite bond strength,
a thin rubber layer is preferred. This result together with the unstable crack growth of the
samples with thick rubber layer implies that from an adhesion point of view, the thinner
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the rubber layer, the higher strength for the steel/composite bond can be achieved. The
instability of the crack in the thick rubber layer can be explained by the combined effect of
the increased rubber thickness and different stress and energy states at the crack tip, which
affect to the stability of the crack growth direction [93,94]. Although the effect of the rubber
thickness could be studied only for the composite/rubber interface, it is assumed that the
steel/rubber interface would have shown similar behaviour.
In the composite/rubber C interface, the interfacial fracture energy was found to increase
with increasing load rate. In literature, the load rate dependency of interfacial fracture
energy has been studied widely. In the review article of Cantwell and Blyton [95], it is con-
cluded that for mode I (opening mode) fracture of brittle-matrix (e.g. epoxy) composites,
the critical strain energy release rate GIc is either insensitive to or shows a slight increase
with increasing load rate. In contrast, rubber modified epoxy composites show a reduction
in GIc with increasing load rate [95]. For mode II fracture (sliding mode), the different
studies reviewed in [95] show contradictory results, but the writers expect an increase in
interlaminar fracture energy with increasing load rate both for tough and brittle-matrix
composites. The SCB test induces a mixture of modes I and II and thus the results of the
present study agree with the results found in literature.
In the case of bi-material systems, the strain rate dependency of the interlaminar frac-
ture energy has been studied mainly with thermoplastic/metal systems. Examples of SCB
test studies of bi-material interfaces are the ones of Reyes and Gupta [15], Corte´s and
Cantwell [96] and Reyes Villanueva et al. [97], who have studied the strain rate dependency
of the interlaminar fracture energy. In these investigations, a clear increase in the interfacial
fracture energy with increasing load rate [15, 97] or only a minor effect [96] was found for
different thermoplastic/metal systems. The thermoset/steel samples of the current study
showed an intermediate behaviour when compared with the aforementioned results. In ad-
dition, the results of the present study seem to refer to a linear effect of load rate on the
interfacial fracture energy in the composite/rubber C interface (Fig. 7.2), but more load
rates should be studied to validate this conclusion. For thermoplastic/aluminium interface,
a linear behaviour has been observed in the load rate range 0.1-100 mm/min, beyond which
the behaviour is non-linear [97]. Although the SCB tests were performed only for the mild
steel/rubber C/composite structure, it can be assumed that similar behaviour would be
observed for the stainless steel/rubber/composite hybrid structure as well.
The microscopy and adhesion test observations showed that the EPDM based rubbers can
be used to create high quality stainless steel/epoxy composite hybrid structures. The mi-
croscopy studies showed that interfaces without discontinuities between the components can
be achieved by the current manufacturing method. The peel test results of rubber A showed
that a good, environmental resistant bond between stainless steel and fibre reinforced epoxy
composite can be achieved by using a specific rubber as an adhesive. The pre-treatment
requirements for the substrates are minimal, which makes the manufacturing of this kind of
structures simple and easy. In addition, the estimation of the structure’s strength can be
done by using the knowledge of the rubber’s bulk properties. According to the SCB tests,
a thinner rubber layer provides higher interfacial fracture energy between the components.
Thus, from the adhesion point of view, EPDM rubbers are very potential to be implemented
in industrial applications as adhesives in stainless steel/fibre reinforced epoxy composite hy-
brid structures.
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7.2 Dynamic properties of the steel/rubber/composite hybrid
structures
The measured loss factor values for the plain mild steel and stainless steel sheets were around
0.005-0.01, which are in line with the loss factor values of steel found in literature (2·10−5-
0.01 [81, 98, 99]). The loss factor of the composite appeared to be remarkably higher than
that of the metal sheets, which was expected due to the more effective and versatile damping
mechanisms of fibre reinforced composites. The damping mechanisms of composites include
viscoelasticity, damping due to the fibre-matrix interface, thermoelastic damping due to the
heat flow and damping due to damage [100] whereas the damping mechanisms of metals
are microdefects, heat formation, corrosion, and damage initiation [101]. In addition, the
frequency dependency of the composite’s loss factor was stronger when compared with the
steels.
The loss factor values of the mild steel/rubber C/composite hybrids were somewhat lower
than the loss factors of the stainless steel/rubber B/composite based hybrids. Since there
was no remarkable difference in the loss factor values of the cold rolled and stainless steel
plates and as the composite sheets were similar in all the samples, the difference must arise
from the higher loss factor of rubber B (Fig. 6.12). This result also emphasises the impor-
tance of the optimisation of rubber’s physical properties when designing the structure for a
specific application. In addition, especially in the case of stainless steel based hybrids, an
increase in the loss factor with increasing rubber thickness can be seen. However, the effect
of the rubbers to the loss factor of the structures’ was small when compared with the effect
of the composite.
It can be seen from Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 and from Table 6.3, that the use of volume fraction
in the rule of mixtures (ROM) overestimates the loss factor results. Instead, the ROM
results based on the use of the weight fractions seem to cohere better with the experimental
results. The better suitability of the weight fraction instead of the volume fraction in the
application of ROM is supposed to be due to the dominating nature of the steel sheets in the
deformation of the hybrid structures. When volume fractions are used, the role of composite
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Figure 7.2: Load rate versus interfacial fracture energy for composite/rubber C interface.
Derived from the results of [Publication III].
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and rubber is emphasized whereas the role of steel sheet becomes more important due to
its higher density if weight fractions are used. Since steel is much stiffer than composite or
rubber, it dominates the elastic deformations of the hybrid structure and perhaps diminishes
vibrations and damping in the other components. In addition, the energy lost E” during
deformation is the product of the loss factor η and modulus E’ of the material (Eq. 7.1),
which increases the importance of the stiff (high E’ ) steel sheet further.
η = tanδ =
E′′
E′
(7.1)
The ROM results seem to reproduce loosely the trends of the experimental loss factor re-
sults. Because the behaviour of the metal sheets and the rubber are not strongly frequency
dependent within the measurement range, the similarity between the experimental data and
the ROM estimation consolidates the assumption that the strong frequency dependency of
the hybrids are rather due to the systematic effect of the composite’s behaviour than mea-
surement error. In addition, the effect of the composite in ROM estimation may be too
low, as the ROM results are less frequency dependent than in the experimental data. Since
the average loss factor values fitted so well with the experimental data, the effect of the
interfacial damping mechanisms has to be small when compared with the damping capacity
of the constituent materials. However, at certain measurement points, there is a noticeable
positive or negative deviation in the experimental results from the ROM behaviour (Figs.
6.13 and 6.14). Thus, only the average loss factor of the steel/rubber/composite hybrids
can be estimated by the ROM.
Table 7.1 represents a summary of the effect of the sample and test parameters on the high
velocity impact behaviour of the studied steel/rubber/composite hybrid structures. In gen-
eral, the effect of a change in the test parameters was stronger on the damage area than
on the dissipated energy. The rubber thickness versus damage size studies showed that
the rubber layer protects the structure from permanent damage. Even though the use of
rubber does not change markedly the amount of absorbed energy, it obviously changes the
energy absorption mechanisms: instead of causing failure in the composite layer, rubber
absorbs the energy. Generally the energy is lost in viscous systems (such as in rubber) by
heat build-up [102]. This change in the energy absorption mechanism can be seen in the
decreased damage size. The 47% decrease in the damage area in the stainless steel based
hybrid with 1.5 mm rubber B layer when compared with the epoxy based structure is a very
promising result.
The overall deformation on the steel surface of hot samples was greater, which is supposed
to be due to the softening of the rubber layer at high temperatures. The softening would
allow easier plastic deformation of steel and thus higher energy dissipation during impacts.
The increasing deviation with decreasing temperature of the composite damage area results
may be due to the thermal stresses of the composite layer. The stress-free temperature of
the composite is close to its cure temperature and the propensity for cracking towards colder
temperatures is thus increased [103]. As in the adhesion studies, any effect of ageing on the
impact properties of the stainless steel/rubber A/epoxy composite hybrid was not found.
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The linear dependency between the damage area and the normal component of the impact
energy makes the evaluation of the stainless steel/rubber/composite hybrid structures’ suit-
ability for an industrial application easier. However, the relation between impact energy
and absorbed energy are also important parameters to characterise the behaviour of mate-
rials [104] and these parameters can be compared in an energy profiling diagram (EPD). In
Fig. 7.3a a schematic presentation of the typical EPD curve shape of a composite is shown.
First, the absorbed energy growth slows down with increasing impact energy, until the pro-
jectile starts to penetrate into the sample. When the projectile penetrates into the sample
and sticks into it, the EPD curve is at the equal energy line. Once the projectile perforates
the sample, the absorbed energy does not any more increase with increasing impact energy.
The EPD curve of stainless steel/rubber A/composite hybrid structure is shown in Fig. 7.3b
and it can be seen that the shape of the hybrid’s EPD curve is similar to the EPD curve of
composite structures [104,105].
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Figure 7.3: A schematic presentation of typical energy profile diagram (EPD) shape of com-
posites in (a) and the EPD curve of the stainless steel/rubber A/composite hybrid structure
(rubber thickness 1.0 mm) in (b).
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Impact angles closer to perpendicular angle induced more damage and higher level of pene-
tration. It is assumed that at low angles, the surface steel exhibits more shear type loading,
whereas at high angles the energy is increasingly consumed to more severe out-of-plane
type plastic deformation in the surface steel. Especially applications where the material
is exposed to erosion, the wear rate at low impact angles will be high regardless the good
damping properties of the underlying composite structure. Yet, the results are promising
even at high impact angles with relatively high impact energy since the present composite
structure does not undergo catastrophic failure.
If only the normal component of the impact energy En is taken into account (En = Esin(θ)
where E is the impact energy and θ is the impact angle, as in Fig. 7.4a), the results are
linear, as shown in Fig. 7.4b. These results show that an increase in the impact angle has
slightly stronger effect than an equivalent increase in the impact energy. If this kind of
behaviour will be verified by further tests, it should be taken into account when evaluating
the stress state and the suitability of the hybrid structure in an industrial application.
The observation that the sample impacted with the highest projectile velocity has a higher
damage density although having similar energy absorption when compared with the inter-
mediate projectile velocity agrees with the results of Chen and Ghosh [106]. They have
simulated that for a certain microstructure, higher strain rate causes higher stress, which
causes more damage. In general, the higher damage density further from the impacted
surface, i.e. conical cross-sectional shape of impact damage, is typical for composite struc-
tures [107,108] but it has been observed in other materials as well [109].
The multiple impact tests emphasised the positive effect of rubber on the damage tolerance
of the structure. Since the energy absorbed does not change after repeated impacts, the
degree of damage increases with increasing number of impacts. However, not only the sub-
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Figure 7.4: The impact angle θ, the impact energy E, the normal component of the impact
energy En, and the in-plane component of the impact energy El are shown in (a). Figure (b)
illustrates the damage areas versus the normal component of the impact energy for different
impact angles and energies. [Unpublished]
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stantially smaller damage area but also the absence of delamination between the composite
and rubber A showed that the rubber protects the structure from permanent damage. Since
the energy absorption level remains at the same level, the hybrid structures have not lost
their ability to bear dynamic loading even when the interface or the individual layers have
undergone damage.
The scatter in the impact test results may have several origins. In addition to the error
involved in the distance calculations (see Chapter 5.2), origins for the deviation of the test
results are, for example, local variations in the rubber and/or composite thickness and the
small variations in the tension of the clamp screws. For repeated impacts, the deviation
increases with increasing number of impacts, but this can be explained by the slightly dif-
ferent projectile paths and impact positions.
The SEM studies showed that the first damages induced by high velocity impacts occurred
in the composite layer. In addition, the highest density of individual failures in the highly
damaged specimens was in the composite layers. These observations are in line with the
vibration damping results which showed that from the hybrid’s components the composite
layer attenuates most effectively structural vibrations. Thus, from the energy absorption
point of view, the composite layer has the most important effect on the hybrid’s behaviour.
This is partly due to the higher stake of composite when compared to the stake of the
rubber in the studied hybrid structure. Anyhow, the impact tests showed that the rubber
has an important role in improving the hybrid’s damage tolerance. The finding that the
density of fibre/matrix debonding was higher than the density of fibre breaks or matrix
cracks implies that the fibre/matrix interface must be the weakest point of the composite.
Still, the extent and the density of fibre/matrix debonding damages were surprisingly low
in samples impacted with 3 J or 15 J, and thus it is assumed that the residual strength of
the hybrid structures is not dramatically decreased. However, to ensure this assumption,
compression after impact tests (CAI, ASTM D7137), for example, could be done, since the
compressive strength is typically the limiting factor of composite materials in load bearing
applications [110].
The difference in the impact crater size of the mild and stainless steel based hybrids can be
attributed to the higher strength of the mild steel (yield strength 300 MPa [69]) compared
with the stainless steel (yield strength 230 MPa [70]). In addition, the Shore D hardness of
the rubbers may have had an effect on the crater size as well. The higher crater depth in
the samples with a thick rubber layer can be explained by the higher deformability that the
thicker rubber layer enables for the steel.
Only the use of rubber and changes in the normal component of the projectile’s energy were
found to have significant effect on the damage induced by high velocity impacts. Other
sample and test set-up parameters had a minor effect. Similarly, the energy absorbed by the
hybrid was mainly dependent on the normal component of the impact energy. Thus, these
two impact event parameters should be concerned as the main variables when optimising,
e.g. the rubber thickness, in the design phase.
When summing up the results of the adhesion and the impact test studies, it can be stated
that rubber A showed very good adhesion to stainless steel and composite even after ex-
posure to harsh environments. Thus a purpose-build rubber enables the manufacturing of
stainless steel/composite hybrid structures which can, for example, replace all-metal solu-
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tions and reduce the weight of the application. The use of stainless steel instead of mild steel
provides corrosion resistance. The joint strength of these stainless steel/composite hybrids
can be estimated by the cohesive strength of the purpose-built rubber.
Although the effect of the thin rubber layer on the vibration damping properties of the struc-
ture is small, it enables the replacement of all-metallic structures with a hybrid structure
which has better vibration damping properties due to the composite. The damage tolerance
of the rubber bonded stainless steel/composite hybrid under impact loading is clearly better
when compared with a corresponding stainless steel/epoxy adhesive/composite structure.
The protection against permanent failure was further improved by thicker rubber. Thus
the rubber thickness should be optimized according to the required damping and damage
tolerance level. The main findings and conclusions of this study are summarised in Fig. 7.5.
Figure 7.5: A summary of the main findings and conclusions of this study.
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8 Concluding remarks
Hybrid structures combine the best properties of the constituent materials and can solve a
wide range of design challenges faced today. The advantageous property combinations of
hybrids can lead to valuable outcomes, such as reductions in energy consumption, cost effi-
ciency, or improved functionalities. In this work, a new approach to join stainless steel and
fibre reinforced epoxy composite by a thin ethylene propylene diene terpolymer (EPDM)
based rubber layer is studied. Layered steel/rubber/composite hybrids were manufactured
by vulcanising the rubber between the other components. Both adhesion properties and the
energy absorption properties of the hybrids were tested in different environments.
The main findings and achievements of this study are the following results:
• A purpose-built EPDM rubber can be used to join stainless steel and epoxy composite
without additional pre-treatments. The bond strength of the resulting hybrid structure
is defined by the cohesive strength of the rubber and harsh hot/moist environments
do not deteriorate the adhesion.
• The inclusion of composite with the aid of rubber improved the vibration damping
properties of the hybrid structure significantly when compared to an all-metal struc-
ture.
• The EPDM rubber protects the structure from permanent damage when compared to
a corresponding glued structure.
According to the electron microscopy studies, the manufacturing method proved to create
well bonded interfaces without discontinuities between the components even when the rubber
was applied on as-received stainless steel (surface finish standard 2B or 2D) and composite
surfaces. Thus, rubber enables a straightforward and functioning manufacturing method of
stainless steel/composite hybrids without time-consuming pre-treatments or adhesives. This
is a major advantage when compared with the conventional joining procedures of polymers
to stainless steel, which include several laborious manufacturing steps.
The adhesion tests showed that the joint strength of the hybrid structure can exceed the
cohesive strength of the rubber. This enables the evaluation of the stainless steel/composite
bond strength by using the bulk properties of the rubber instead of the substrate/rubber
interfacial properties, which are difficult to define in a reliable manner. Also, according
to the environmental testing, a steel/rubber/composite hybrid can maintain its adhesion
properties even after exposure to harsh environments.
Due to the viscous nature of rubbers, also the energy absorption properties of the steel/rubber/
composite hybrids were of interest. Under vibration excitation and high velocity impact
loading the composite layer appeared to absorb most effectively energy among the differ-
ent components of the hybrid. Thus, when compared to an all-metal structure, the hybrid
exhibits significantly improved vibration damping properties. Weight fraction based rule
of mixtures was applied successfully to evaluate the average vibration damping properties
of the hybrid structure and the additional effect of the steel/rubber and composite/rubber
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interfaces on the energy absorption properties was found to be small.
Although the use of rubber in the structure did not change markedly the hybrid’s energy
absorption properties, it had a significant effect on the extent of damage induced in the
structure by dynamic loading. Under high velocity impact testing, the strongest effect on
damage induced and energy absorbed was found to be the normal component of the pro-
jectile’s energy. Also, higher rubber thickness led to less damage. Changes in the specimen
temperature or in the frequency of vibration loading did not have a strong effect on the
behaviour of the hybrid structure. Similar to the adhesion test results, ageing in harsh
environments did not affect the dynamic properties. The samples maintained their ability
to absorb energy even though the dynamic loading induced damage in the samples. These
results indicate that apart from the good adhesion properties, rubber entails additional ben-
efits, such as improved damage tolerance.
As a summation, it can be said that the studied approach to join stainless steel and fibre rein-
forced epoxy composite by EPDM based rubber has proven its ability to create well-bonded,
environmentally resistant hybrid structures. Beside simple and straightforward manufactur-
ing method, added value is gained in the form of improved damage tolerance under dynamic
loading. Thus, this structure has high potential to be used in shell structures in industrial
applications, such as in engine covers.
Despite the promising results of this study, there are still interesting and important as-
pects that should be investigated before the implementation of the structure in real-life
applications. Although the current study showed that the stainless steel/rubber/composite
structure withstands static hot/moist environments, cyclic testing with fluctuating temper-
ature and/or humidity should be the next step towards more realistic and demanding test
conditions. Further studies on this topic would not only offer essential information for the
development of steel/rubber/composite hybrids but also expand the knowledge of the be-
haviour of the interfaces in organic/inorganic bi-materials.
In addition to further studies, the optimisation of the hybrid’s components has to be done
before the implementation of the structure. Steel grade, rubber polymer(s) and additives,
composite fibres and matrix as well as the component thicknesses have to be chosen to meet
the requirements of the specific application.
The test methods used in this study were chosen to correspond the possible load environment
of shell structures. However, if this stainless steel/rubber/composite hybrid structure would
be used in a different type of application, e.g. as a load-bearing component, it should also be
tested in a different way. For example, three-point bend test and tensile test could be then
relevant test methods. In addition to further mechanical testing of the hybrid structure, its
modelling and simulation are essential steps before the structure can be adopted in large
scale industrial components. Further, the whole life cycle of the hybrid has to be known
and, by implication, also the recyclability of the structure has to be considered.
Although there are several topics around the stainless steel/rubber/composite hybrid struc-
ture which would be interesting to study further, the current study has shown that this new
approach to join stainless steel and epoxy composites by EPDM based rubber has potential
to be further developed and to be considered as a lighter, corrosion resistant option to shell
structures in many different fields of industry.
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